YOUR NEW PUPPY DURING COVID-19 PANDEMIC

Are you a new puppy owner during the Coronavirus Outbreak?
Are you worried about the impact lack of socialisation & habituation will have on your puppy during these uncertain times?
Please try not to worry! There are plenty of things you can do at home in accordance with Government social restrictions to help your puppy grow into a well-balanced dog.
Please find below some helpful advice provided by Fernlea Vets & Emma at Competent Canines
(our Vet Nurse, Trainer & Behaviourist) to help alleviate your stress & get your puppy on the right
track!
VACCINATIONS

Your puppy may not have commenced or completed their vaccination programme due to the
Corona Virus Outbreak. Please rest assured we are continuing to liaise with RCVS/BVA & will update you ASAP when your puppy can be vaccinated.
Due to social distancing the risk of disease is likely to be reduced as your puppy should not be coming into contact with other dogs.
We recommend you only exercise unvaccinated puppies in the garden but please carry them outside
(or use pushchairs for larger puppies) to help continue with their habituation by exposing them to
new sights, sounds & surroundings.
Do not take them where a lot of other dogs have been & or near stagnant water.
Puppies are able to go out on walks one week after they have completed their vaccination programme but please bear in mind at present dogs should also be practicing social distancing away
from owners & other dogs.
HABITUATION
Familiarise your puppy to his environment & surroundings by taking him with you when you go
out. From a distance let him see as many different things as possible such as other dogs, tractors,
buses, cows, horses, children etc. Reward puppy with a tasty treat when he makes eye contact with
you & always give him lots of praise & attention when he is showing signs of being confident.
You can provide your puppy with lots of enrichment games out in your garden such as scattering
some yummy treats in the grass & encouraging him to find it.

We can also help build your puppy’s confidence levels by getting them to walk over different substrates/surfaces such as sand, plastic, cardboard, cloth, bubble wrap etc. Again encourage your
puppy to walk on these surfaces by scatter feeding some tasty treats around the items.
LACK OF SOCIALISATION

During this time you will be unable to socialise your puppy with other dogs.
Many owners will be concerned about this but in some ways this could actually work to your advantage. A lot of reasons why dogs show aggression towards other dogs is because they are worried
& frightened. They may have had a negative encounter with another dog such as being bowled over
as a puppy. Therefore if you provide your puppy with a tasty treat when they see a dog in the distance this will create positive association & help build their confidence levels gradually.
You can also play sounds of dogs barking (at a very low level) when your puppy is enjoying a
stuffed Kong/enjoying an interactive toy. It is however very important if your puppy reacts to the
noise such as running away, stops eating, ears pinned back or generally looks frightened, you stop
playing the noise & then try again the day after at much lower level volume.
Also social distancing will in fact be teaching your puppy to pay attention to you only & to ignore
other dogs. This should work to your advantage when the time comes for off lead walks & recall
training as your puppy should not want to make a beeline for another dog & will want to stay with
you.
Due to social restrictions your puppy will be meeting very few people. It is therefore really important to get your puppy used to seeing lots of different clothing & items. This is a great opportunity to
dress up in fun clothes & the children to wear their favourite outfit! However please ensure you do
not frighten your puppy & do things very gradually & at your puppies own pace.
You can start by wearing a baseball cap. Then you could wear a wig, carry strange items such as
walking sticks or wheel a pushchair! Always ensure you build positive association with these items
first by scattering food around the articles & encouraging your puppy to retrieve the food.

PREVENTION OF SEPARATION ANXIETY
It is very important you get your puppy used to being left alone as soon as he has settled within their
new home. Set your puppy up to succeed & start by leaving him for a very short period. Initially for
a few minutes with you being in a different room of the house, gradually building the time your
puppy is left alone & you leaving the home. Always provide your puppy with something tasty or an
interactive toy when you do leave him. This will create positive association when left. Also ensure
your puppy is unable to follow you everywhere around the house. Using baby gates to divide rooms
helps prevent your puppy from forming an over attachment.

DESENSITISATION TO INDOOR & OUTSIDE NOISES

This is a fabulous time to get your puppy used to hearing different noises. There are plenty of
videos on You tube (some mentioned below) that you can play at low level when providing your
puppy with an interactive toy such as a stuffed Kong. It is so important to play these noises gradually & build up to a louder volume. Please ensure you do not bombard or frighten your puppy as
this will have a negative impact. Always go at your puppies pace & if you see any signs of stress
stop playing/making the noise. Examples of household noises are things such as washing machine,
kettle boiling, opening/closing cupboard doors, children’s toys, radio playing etc.
Also ensure you get your puppy used to hearing outside noises as well. Spend a lot of time out in
the garden, open your front door & windows so your puppy can hear outside noises whenever possible.
Sit with your puppy in the car & get them used to hearing the ignition switch on/off.
Play apps/you tube clips of outside noises such as aeroplanes flying over, helicopters,
Fireworks/Thunder, sudden noises such as cars backfiring, buses driving past, recycling lorry’s etc.
Some useful sound apps are mentioned below.
HANDLING
It is crucial we teach puppies during their critical learning age that when we touch them all over it is
a positive experience. Dogs learn with association so as long as something positive happens when
they encounter something new they will want it to happen again. Handle your puppy at least once a
day by providing them with a tasty Kong or by placing a tasty treat on their nose. As they are eating
the food this is your opportunity to start touching them all over. Check/touch around their ears,
eyes, teeth/mouth, paws, belly and tail giving them lots of praise when they are allowing to be
handled.
ENRICHMENT/PROVIDING MENTAL STIMULATION

Encourage your puppy to ‘work’ for his food by providing food in enrichment games such as scatter
feeding their kibble out in the garden. This will provide excellent mental stimulation for your
puppy. When puppies use scent work they receive a surge of endorphins (happy hormones) which
makes them feel good (& also makes them tired!). Providing them with safe chews also has the
same effect.Wet food can be provided in Kong’s or toys such as lick mats. It is important to get
your puppy trying different tastes & textures, but please go careful with any intolerances your
puppy might have. Please see below a useful link of puppy foods that are normally fine & foods that
are toxic. We always encourage interactive feeding rather than feeding from a food bowl.

COMPETENT CANINES ONLINE PUPPY TRAINING COURSE

Emma is offering a unique online puppy training course which is offered purely on a 1-1 basis to receive ultimate personal tuition.

An initial telephone consultation will take place where Emma gives you much needed general
puppy advice & will also give you an opportunity to discuss any problems you are encountering.
After your initial telephone consultation we will arrange your online training. This takes place via
Zoom or a social platform of your choice which is spread over 4 weeks (4 x ½ hour consultations in
total).
The course will show you how to train all of the basic commands using up to date, kind, fair, effective methods of training using the clicker.
You will be provided with life skill advice, identifying canine communication signals, advice on
diet & health care, general puppy problems i.e. housetraining, sleepless nights, play biting & how to
prevent future common behaviour problems. You will be provided with homework sheets, fact
sheets & have direct contact to ask Emma any specific problems you are encountering with your
puppy.
Please contact her for more details & to reserve your place:
07966599467 or ems_jenkins@icloud.com
Emma is a Registered Veterinary Nurse, Qualified Trainer & Accredited Behaviourist with over
20years experience. Please check out her reviews on Facebook: Competent Canines.

I will look forward to having you on the course!

USEFUL LINKS:
-

http://www.muttamorphosis.co.uk/put-away-those-food-bowls-lets-give-dogs-a-job-2/
Book Amazon: Beyond The Bowl - Enriching your dog’s life through food and mental stimulation.
https://www.avidog.com/puppy-socialization-in-the-age-of-coronavirus/
Interactive toys:
https://www.nina-ottosson.com/
Canine enrichment Facebook page
Book Amazon: No walks? No worries!
Calm sound for fireworks: https://youtu.be/AINzMizjDvw
Habituation sounds: https://youtu.be/gBBsryg8u4I
https://www.kongcompany.com/en-uk/
Toxic food for dogs:
https://www.battersea.org.uk/pet-advice/dog-care-advice/toxic-food-dogs
Foods puppies can /can’t eat
https://www.healthline.com/nutrition/human-foods-for-dogs#section27
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/av/uk-england-tyne-52126553/coronavirus-dog-trainer-sue-mccabe-s-tips-on-keeping-pooches-active

